
Gabo Esquivel
Sr Software Engineer building innovative
products with a great user experience.

About

As a Full Stack Engineer with over 15 years of experience, I
have successfully taken multiple products from inception to
launch. I'm very hands-on and passionate about new
technologies, specially Web3 and AI.

Experience

Masterbots
Specialized AI chatbots

→ Designed full-stack architecture.
→ Developed real-time integration with LLMs.
→ Built NextJS 14 chat components.

Wizart World
GenAI for NFTs

→ Integrated OpenAI DALL-E.
→ Implemented NFT minting on Flow blockchain.
→ Developed NextJS views for user interface.

Bitcash Bank
P2P exchange for local stablecoins

→ Architected software and managed infrastructure.
→ Developed smart contracts and user interfaces.
→ Tech recruitment and developer training.

ZTX
Web3 metaverse

→ NextJS for avatar builder and NFT marketplace.
→ Implemented WebGL EVM connector.
→ Set up advanced analytics and reporting.

https://bitcash.org/
https://bitcash.org/
https://bitcash.org/
https://ztx.io/


Raremint
Digital collectibles

→ Built an EVM to Postgres data indexer.
→ Enhanced NFT marketplace responsiveness.
→ Launched first auctions on Polygon network.

Emanate
Music streaming

→ Maintained and improved the streaming web app.
→ Developed a back office for artists' token payments.
→ Integrated with EOS mainnet and AWS services.

Sense
Tokenized chat

→ Developed React Native app views.
→ Crafted wallet functionalities within the chat.
→ Enhanced the efficiency of the app.

Edenia
Web3 devshop

→ Managed EOS mainnet validators.
→ Configured private blockchain for Grant Thorton.
→ Developed EOS Rate and InterX React frontends.

Knowledge
Tokenized trivia

→ Deployed ERC20 for ICO.
→ Developed marketplace and wallet dashboard.
→ Agile project management.

Tractor Supply
Mobile store

→ Evaluated and improved React Native architecture.
→ Suggested performance and workflow enhancements.
→ Developed augmented reality feature.

Wink
Mobile neobank

→ Launched the initial version of the mobile app.
→ Developed KYC features with biometrics.
→ Implemented robust security protocols.

https://raremint.com/
https://emanate.live/
https://sensechat.com/
https://eoscostarica.io/
https://knowledge.io/
https://www.tractorsupply.com/tsc/cms/app
https://holawink.com/


AMC Networks
Facebook app

→ Developed the video streaming front-end.
→ Built back-office and integrated Brightcove.
→ Integrated trivia games into video player.

American Express
Main website

→ Led the migration from DoJo to jQuery.
→ Implemented responsive layouts, A/B testing and analytics.
→ Developed credit card marketing components.

For detailed information visit gaboesquivel.com
You can email me at contact@gaboesquivel.com

Education

Universidad Cenfotec

Bachelor's Degree in Software Engineering

Skills

Smart Contracts TypeScript NodeJS React/NextJS React Native

GraphQL AI Cloud

https://yeahtv.com/
https://americanexpress.com/
https://gaboesquivel.com/
mailto:contact@gaboesquivel.com

